
When Sagetech Limited wanted to expand their 
range of innovative vertical panel saws with a lower 
priced alternative at the height of the recession, 
they opted to use a British manufacturer with very 
advanced laser cutting and Computer Controlled 
steel bending machines, giving a tolerance on 
straightness of better than 0.2 mm over 4 Metres.

With the design of the new ZM range, the target 
was to keep costs particularly low so that the price 
remained attractive to small businesses. The design 
concept chosen was for the sawhead to be able to 
move both down a vertical column to cut across the 
width of a sheet, but also for the whole column to 
move along the length of the machine, so that 
cutting of a sheet does not involve any movement of 
the workpiece.

To compliment the high level of precision in the 
steelwork manufacture, it was necessary to find a 
suitable roller on which the weight of the column 
and sawhead would be supported when running 
along the length of the machine. To use a traditional 
bearing would have been very expensive, as ideally 
a relatively large diameter is required to support the 
load and to provide smooth running of the column 
as it moves down the machine. The Tente 100 mm 
castor, with a very hard plastic (?) tyre, giving 
minimal load deformity and rolling resistance, has 
provided an ideal solution.  

As Keith Bunker, MD of Sagetech, has said,

“Tente have been a very helpful and supportive 
supplier, and have given us an excellent, 
attractively priced solution, enabling us to 
manufacture arguably the most economically 
priced range of European styled vertical panel 
saws in the world.  To be competitive in world 

markets, cost elimination has been a major 
focus for the company.  Now that it has 
completed an extensive new product 
development programme, Sagetech is actively 
working to expand its sales with distributors 
around the world”.
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